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What is wild anymore?

You become responsible, forever, for what you have tamed.



Not an environmentalist… seeing 
the size of the potential

Dissolved nutrients in 
wastewater in Cape Town

Tonnes produced 

per DAY
Carbon 256
Nitrogen 80
Phosphorus 13
Water 1600ML



Call in the bugs:

BACTERIA (Heterotrophic microbial)
Great control, well understood, good carbon removal.

ALGAE (Photomixotrophic)
nitrogen and phosphorous removal, greater energy 
contribution from photosynthetic activity 

PLANTS (Macrophyte bioreactor)
polishing step, nitrogen and phosphorous removal, good 
with diffuse pollution, takes long 

FUNGI (Solids) (dominant group expected to be fungal organisms), 
bioprocessing of high solids content

ANIMALS: do their own moving. Black soldier flies, worms … 
All: robust, resilient, ecosystem, using many different metabolisms
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plants

fungi

animals



The P in your pee g P 0.15per day low end
g P 0.75per day high end

Grow 1kg food 
per day

on your urine!

http://www.smart-fertilizer.com/nutrient-requirements
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It’s not good enough to say what 
you don’t want.
… and it takes a lot of guts to say what you do want and put your effort where your 

mouth is, while seeing how it fits into the bigger picture.



Conservation or regeneration?



"We hope to do something, because we feel we shouldn’t do 
nothing. And so if we do something, we need to make 

boundaries. But what if we should do nothing? The process of 
doing something is in itself political." - Suraya Scheba



Regenerative architecture & urban planning: 
Using the built environment to absorb change



iwa-network.org/projects/
water-wise-cities

Water sensitivity is more than 
water supply and distribution –

also about the ecosystem, 
nutrient cycling, energy use and 

our culture around water … 
Water consciousness?



http://sq1.co.za/portfolio/trafalgar-park/

Trafalgar park



Lilongwe River 
Revitalization Plan

http://sq1.co.za/portfolio/lilongwe-river-revitalization-plan/



post-environmentalist approach to urban conservation: 
embracing novel ecosystems

Healthy nature in the urban environment may look a bit 
different than what we expect, or romanticise. 

Being part of nature means we perhaps need to think more 
about multifunctional spaces, productive spaces, how we 

work with nature to find a way to co-exist well.



“There’s no point in telling stories of doom and 
gloom that leave people feeling helpless about 

global problems like poverty and climate change. 
I’ve rather been interested in how we develop 
narratives that give people hope about their 

future, and how they can contribute to better 
outcomes.” – Caroline Digby

https://www.sbpr.co.za/personality-of-the-month-professor-caroline-digby-
director-centre-for-sustainability-in-mining-and-industry-wits-university/



Re-imagining interventions at 
different scales
Landscape as infrastructure. Make spaces, places.



This … 

http://imbibemagazine.com/inside-look-industrial-arts-brewing-company/

https://edgylabs.com/new-microbe-assists-wastewater-treatment

http://compost-turner.net/composting-technologies/industrial-composting-
methods-and-facility.html



Does the same as this … 

https://inhabitat.com/new-urban-algae-system-generates-energy-while-cleaning-sewage-
water-in-paris/



House Jouissance

indiebio.co.za/house-jouissance



http://indiebio.co.za/category/toilet



Dream Zandvlei
http://zpaac.org.za/dream-zandvlei-projects/
1. Infrastructure
2. Community
3. Environment
4. Catchment
5. Economic Development
6. Administrative



Shouting louder is not going to 
get people to listen
Mediation, politics, psychology



The Anthropocene is that time in which nature and 
culture can no longer be approached independently 
(Latour 2017)

http://www.bioone.org/toc/etbi/38/1

Feral Dynamics of Post-Industrial Ruin: An Introduction
Author(s): Nils Bubandt and Anna Tsing
Source: Journal of Ethnobiology, 38(1):1-7.
Published By: Society of Ethnobiology
https://doi.org/10.2993/0278-0771-38.1.001
URL: http://www.bioone.org/doi/full/10.2993/0278-0771-38.1.001



Creating resilient, sustainable and 
liveable urban wilderness



6 challenges

1. Take the concepts of resilience, sustainability and livability beyond 
metaphorical status…make them operational by being specific

2. Acknowledge and confront the differences between resilience, 
restoration and resistance

3. Can we contribute to communities and social movements that include 
and engage people where they live?

4. Mindfully create mosaics of communities and design elements that 
together add up to resilience + sustainability + livability

5. What do different types of cities have to say to each other?
6. Can we create a unified definition of resilience + sustainability + 

livability?
https://www.thenatureofcities.com/2013/05/08/the-cities-we-

want-resilient-sustainable-and-livable/



Encouraging relationships of care

Association, Connection, Assemblages
Encouraging an ethic of resistance to moral injury
Listening in a way that creates trust
Replacing judgement with curiosity
Gently embracing the intimate

Inspired from Carol Gilligan’s paper “Moral Injury and the Ethic of Care: Reframing the 
Conversation about Differences” (2014, Journal of Social Philosophy, Vol 45(1), 89-106) 

A few characteristics of jouissance-as-resistance-to-Otherness



Encouraging relationships of care

• Association—the stream of consciousness and the touch of relationship—can unlock 
dissociation, bringing what is out of awareness back into consciousness. When it does, 
we have the sensation of discovering something at once familiar and surprising. 
Something we know, and yet didn’t know that we knew.

• The ethic of care in its concern with voice and relationships is the ethic of love and of 
democratic citizenship. It is also the ethic of resistance to moral injury.

• Listening in a way that creates trust.
• Lifting, if even only temporarily, taboos: Replacing judgement with curiosity.
• Gently embracing the intimate.
• Rebuilding the trust that facilitates our ability to love.
These are all terribly difficult and very hard work, overcoming obstacles. What is the 
fulfillment? The moments that reward trust.
Those moments when you look at someone and you really see them, and they see you. 
That, is jouissance.

From Carol Gilligan’s paper “Moral Injury and the Ethic of Care: Reframing the 
Conversation about Differences” (2014, Journal of Social Philosophy, Vol 45(1), 89-106) 

A few characteristics of jouissance-as-resistance-to-Otherness



be brave in the face of discomfort



... a brief flash of enjoyment
achieved after excessive pursuit.
The pleasure lies in the
obstacles to fulfillment - but
only if that fulfillment eventually
arrives, and only if there are
obstacles.

jouissance |ZHwe’-saNs|
noun

Physical or intellectual pleasure, delight or ecstasy.
from the French jouir “enjoy”



“Dr. Frankenstein’s crime was not that he 
invented a creature through some 

combination of hubris and high 
technology, but rather than he 

abandoned the creature to itself.”

https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cross-check/killing-environmentalism-to-save-it-two-greens-call-for-postenvironmentalism/


